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eZëá dìdÄR

-@àL¸â´K ~ëÄ]Ö êîáL¸ÖK èb]SáÖK Üá©K êmë|á PSÉá êìLsd T]R àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] òLOoô êWtOÖLN ÜL�

ldxÖK àLÉ ïSÖK <êWtOÖK TáRë .@HHF ÑìdNô/àL¸îâ @@ ï{ _dùáÖK CF/@HHF àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] êäZÖ dKdÄÖ 'LÄ{ë

óÖs òLäN <ÑLáëkÖK ï{ L¸îZdå àá MdÄÖLN LåbëZë ósbáÖK êîsLáZÖK dëOÄÖÖ êît�ëá êäìLtá òKdZõ Lçäá

.ÑLáëkÖK ï{ àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] êÖL]N êîätáÖK àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] êäZÖÖ êÖÄS¸áÖK èdîO`ÖK <íëLáid óäá èbî¸ÖK PÖo

ÜîÖë êîsd˛ÖK LîZëÖëNëdSâ©K ídîO` àá }ÖöSì àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] òLOoô ãd{ë ícÖK ïsd˛ÖK ïOoÖK Åìd|ÖK àLÉë

êîÉìdá©K èb]SáÖK QLìßëÖK ï{ àoäiKëN ÑRLîg àá <ÜëÖtÖK ï{ èKdëSÉbÖK êZdb óÖs ÑkL]ÖK <bäÖwLå .b

àîN Lá èdS|ÖK Ñ®`ë .KbäÉN LRdOÖô ï{ àëSäábõ àá <ÜëÖtÖK ï{ èKdëSÉbÖK êZdb óÖs ÑkL]ÖK <ïSîN .M àìëôë

'KdO� HA às ÑÄì ß bbs j]{ë êäìLtáN ïsd˛ÖK ïOoÖK Åìd|ÖK ÜL� <@HHF dOá¸ìb/Ñë©K àëâLÉ A@ë @F

êîNdxÖK êîNëäZÖKë êîNëäZÖK ï]KëmÖK ï{ êt�Kë ÅoLäá U®V ï{ LåbëZë ósbì 'KdO� @@E óÖõ Ñkì b�ë

u�ëáë <êîüKbSNßK ëdëbdëb ëÉÖLá êgdbá u�ëáë <àLOÖ©K uäká u�ëáN 'LîÖ]á u�KëáÖK ãcå óá¸Rë .L¸îZdçÖ

<àît�ëá ï{ êîsLáZ dëOÄÖ LçüKëS]K ï{ éOS˛ì ïSÖK ÅoLäáÖLN êìdLOS`K d|] ïSîÖás Åìd|ÖK ñdZôë .LÉbLN

ëdëbdëb ëÉÖLá êgdbá u�ëá ï{ ñd`©Kë (BDK-1 ÜÖtáë BDK u�ëáN óá¸áÖK) LÉbLN u�ëá ï{ LáåKb]õ

.àKdO� àîáÖtáÖK àìcå àô TOVë .(MKD-1 ÜÖtáë àîtáÖK MKD u�ëáN óá¸áÖK) êîüKbSNßK

-AóÖõ Láå®É Ñë]R b�ë <(BDK-1-2ë BDK-1-1 ÜgLN àL{dtì) '®Zdë 'LxÖLN 'LNLi BDK-1 ÜÖtáÖK Ümìë

båL˛R ÜÖë .d¸ì©K PâLZÖK ï{ êkL`Në <êáZáZÖK ï{ lëmd dLV§ ï¸SÉáÖK ÑZdÖLN QbZëRë <ïáqs ÑÉîå

ÑáS]ìë .àîk`˛ÖK àìcå uá êìëbì d{Lqôë dti LìLÄN QbZë LáÉ <ï¸SÉáÖK dîw ML˛ÖK ï{ lëmd dLV§

Å|SRë .èdëZçá êoNdô àîk`˛ÖK dKëZN QbZë ïSÖKë àoÄÖLN êçîOi èbLá àá êsëäkáÖK QLÄÖ]ÖK àëÉR àô

ïSÖK ÑKë�™Ö 'LÄ{ë <dOÄÖK Ñás ï{ d|] êÖ§ ÜKb`SgK êÄîÄ] uá dOÄÖK ldô óÖs QbZë ïSÖK êîoáäÖK dLVØK

ídN bLîg bçs ï{ Md]ÖK ÜüKdZ ï{ ÅîÄ]SÖLN êîätáÖK êîáëÉ]ÖK êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖ bëç˛ÖK b]ô LçN óÖbô

óÖs ïsd˛ÖK ïOoÖK Åìd|ÖK Ñá]ì QL{L˛SÉßK ãcå ~Lîgë .(êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖK ÜgLN btN Láî{ LçîÖõ dL˛áÖKë)

.êìd˛N 'LWWZ àámSì èdëLZáÖK u�KëáÖKë BDK u�ëá ï{ ñd`©K êîáLÉdÖK ÜÖLtáÖK àá 'KdîOÉ 'Kbbs àöN bLÄSsßK

-BëÉÖLá êgdbá u�ëá ï{ dOÄÖ éüKëS]K ï{ éOS˛ì àLÉáN 'Kd`ùá ÑL|oô éN ÜL� ï]og Pxi }˛Éë

óÖõ QLáëÖtáÖK ãcå v®Nõ ÜRë .êoNdô àëÉR àô ÑáS]ì òLîiôë êìd˛N êîáqs ÑÉLîå às êîüKbSNßK ëdëbdëb

êÖëL]á Lçäá MLOg© <QL{L˛SÉßK ãcå j]{ êÖkKëá ïsd˛ÖK ïOoÖK Åìd|ÖK dd�ë .êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖK òLmsô

ÑÉLîå T|˛SÉKë .êoNd©K êtîOo dìdÄRë <d`§ z®R´ u�ëáÖK ldtR ÑO� ïsd˛ÖK PoÖK QLáëÖtá àîáöR

b�ë .MKD-4-1 óÖõ MKD-1-1 àá eëádÖK LçîÖs TÄÖoôë MKD-1 ÜÖtáÖK ï{ àîxÖLN dëÉc êtNd© êîáqs

.ê�bN Tk]{ë 'LîüeZ TZd`SgK

-Cb]Kë ÑO]N 'Ltá àìbîÄáë àîÄk®Sá (MKD-1-3ë MKD-1-2ë MKD-1-1) jL`i©K àá êV®V àLÉë

àLÉë .(Z ê†îå óÖs ÑëbZáë <nëî`ÖK Yëbeáë <êìëms zLîÖô àá rëäká) QKdSáîÖÖá êtNdô éÖëo lìds

àLÉë .àìd`ØLN éÖkì ícÖK ÑO]ÖLN éoNdR êÄÖ]N dçqÖK }Ö` àîáktáÖK bîÄá jL`i©K òßùå à¥¥á ÑÉ

T|˛SÉK bÄ{ (MKD-4-1) uNKdÖK j`˛ÖK Láô .òL¸É àëbN MKD-1-3 àLÉ LáäîN àîî¸SÉá MKD-1-2ë MKD-1-1

bî� éoNdì ß ï¸SÉáÖK j`˛ÖK Kcåë .ÑáLÉÖLN Lçäs }˛É$ì ÜÖë d|]ÖK êÄoäáÖ ïNëäZÖK dKbZÖK ï{ éSWZ

j`˛ÖK Láô .bîÄÖLN àîoëNdáÖK êV®WÖK jL`i©K ï{ ê]mKë lëmd QLá®s båL˛R ÜÖë .àìd`ØK êV®WÖLN
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LìLÄN óÖs dëWtÖK ÜRë .ïÖ|¸ÖK Ç|ÖK àá bsLkÖK d¸ì©K rd|ÖK Ñk|áN ~eáSN 'LNLká àLÉ{ (MKD-1-4) uNKdÖK

.LçtîáZ êtNd©K jL`i©K XWZ uá íbì©K d{Lqôë dt˛ÖK àá

-DÜLqSâLN ïsd˛ÖK ïOoÖK Åìd|ÖK ldtSgK <MKD-1ë BDK-1 ï{ TáR ïSÖK d|]ÖK QLîÖás òLäVôë

~Lîg ï{ Kcå ÜRë .àîîä|ÖK ÜçîâëLtáë êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖK òLmsô uá QL{L˛SÉßKë QKòKdZ´K uîáZ Ñîk|SÖLNë

.àîîágd àîîgKdb ê˛�Läáë ldtN êWtOÖK êìLçâ ï{ ÑáÉSgKë èdáS¸á êîâKbîá Ñás êÄÖ]

-EL¸îZdå àá MdÄÖLN ê{ëdtáÖKë Lçî{ éOS˛áÖK êîsLáZÖK dëOÄÖK u�Këá àá dîOÉ bbs èbåL˛á btNë

êO]Lká QLNLkõ dLV§ ÜçN Qbåëi bKd{ô êSg às ÑÄì ß Lá àLámì àìdOÄÖ êäìLtá òKdZõë <ÑLáëkÖK ï{

bm TOÉRdK b� àL¸â´K ~ëÄ]Ö QLÉLçSâK ÇLäå àô óÖõ ïsd˛ÖK Åìd|ÖK jÖ`ì <ïüKë˛s à{bë bîîÄRë èL{ëÖÖ

:êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖK uá dëL˛SÖLN <ïÖì LáN èb]SáÖK Üá©K ÜëÄR àöN Åìd|ÖK ïkëì <ÇÖc óÖs òLäNë .bKd{©K òßùå

(ô)=bëç˛ÖK ÑKë�ô uáZ QKòKdZúN ÅÖtSì Láî{ êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖ èbsL¸áÖK dî{ëR

(M)^¸á òKdZõ ÇÖc Ñá˛ìë <dëOÄÖÖ ÑáLi ÑZg ÑátN ÅÖtSì Láî{ êîäÄSÖK êäZÖÖ èbsL¸áÖK dî{ëR

dëO� bëZë ï{ éOS˛ì ïSÖK QKbÖOÖKë ÅoLäáÖK düLg ï{ë <L¸îZdå àá MdÄÖLN êt�KëÖK ÅoLäáÖK ï{ <Ñk|á

=LçN êîsLáZ

(Y)ósbì ïSÖK u�KëáÖK ï{ êÖáLi QLÄîÄ]R òKdZõ ÑZô àá ïÖLáÖK ÜsbÖK dî{ëSÖ êÖîgë bLZìõ

T�ëÖK óÖõ @HGG ÜLs àá èdS|ÖLN êÖkSáÖK àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] QLÉLçSâK ï{ë êîsLáZ dëO� LçN àô zdtì ëô

=dmL]ÖK

(b)uá ÑátÖÖ àîîsd˛ÖK àîîüLk`©K àá ïÖëb Åìd{ uáZë lìë|R ‘@‘ <(Y) êîkëSÖK cî|äR bäs

Üsbë uîZ˛R ‘A‘ <êîsLáZÖK dëOÄÖK àá èdLS`á êsëáZáN êÄÖtSáÖK ÅüLÄ]ÖK ïkÄR ÑZô àá àîîÖ]áÖK àîîäçáÖK

êâëLtáN <ïsd˛ÖK PoÖK ÑüLgë óÖs àëNdbáÖK àëîÖ]áÖK àëîäçáÖK LçìdZì êî{Lmõ êîsdi QLÄîÄ]R

.àîîÖëb àîîüLk`ô

-FèL{ë óÖõ Tm{ô àL¸â´K ~ëÄ] QLÉLçSâK àá êÖ¸Ög rë�ë às QKdbLOáÖK ãcå }˛ÉR àô ÑáS]ìë

ÅÖtSR <LçÄîVëRë QLÉLçSâßK ãcå }˛É PZKë 'KdîWÉ ~ë|R ïSÖK <QLáëÖtáÖK ãcå êáî�ë .bKd{©K àá dîOÉ bbs

ïÖ]áÖK uáSZáÖK èdbÄNë ÜçNdL�ô òL|S`K óÖõ Tm{ô ïSÖK zëdqÖK êÄîÄ] óÖs èLî]ÖK bî� óÖs àî�LOÖK r®oúN

êÖb©K Láô .Üçä{b èbLsõë àoëÖK óÖõ ÜåLRëá èbLsúN QLáëÖtáÖK ãcå àá èbL|SgßK óÖs êáLs èdëkN uáSZáÖKë

.ÑOÄS¸áÖK ï{ èbb]á ÜüKdZ àö˛N ÜSR êîâëâL� êÖòL¸á í© fLg©K d{ëS{ êtáZáÖK êîsd˛ÖK

98-14683F1
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Annex

Report of a mission to conduct an on site assessmentof

alleged massgraves in the vicinity of Hargeisa,Somalia

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Mandateand structureof the mission

1. This mission was carried out by PHR under the auspices of the Office of the United Nations High

Commissioner for Human Rights in accordance with Commission on Human Rights resolution 1997/47 of 11

April 1997. The goal of the mission was to conduct an on-site forensic assessment of alleged mass graves

in the vicinity of Hargeisa, Somalia, and was requested on behalf of the independent expert on Somalia, Ms.

Mona Rishmawi. The proposal and initial discussions for this mission were communicated to

Dr. Robert Kirschner, PHR, in a letter dated 16 October 1997 from the Chief a.i., Activities and Programmes

Branch, UNHCHR. The forensic team provided by PHR were forensic anthropology experts William D.

Haglund, PhD, from Seattle, Washington, United States of America (acting as team leader)

and Owen B. Beattie, PhD, from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. On 11 December 1997, a cooperation agreement

between the United Nations and PHR was signed. The forensic team departed on 13 December 1997 for an

anticipated five day visit to Hargeisa and its vicinity.

2. In accordance with the cooperation agreement, the forensic experts were to: (a) perform their functions

under the authority of the independent expert of the Commission on Human Rights on the situation of human

rights in Somalia and; (b) perform the following functions (extracted from Article III, Obligations of the

forensic experts):

(i) Undertake all necessary tasks pertaining to determination of the nature of the graves

and conducting a preliminary assessment on the conditions of the remains and types

of injuries to the bodies who are presently lying in mass graves in the city of

Hargeisa;

(ii) Assessment of all logistical considerations regarding the exhumation and examination

of all the graves;

(iii) Conduct a one day workshop for the local authorities and non-governmental

organizations in order to provide them with basic information on how to determine

whether corpses discovered in a mass grave are the result of a massacre and how to

preserve evidence;

98-14683F1
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(iv) Prepare and submit, upon completion of the project, a detailed report of their findings

to the independent expert of the Commission on Human Rights on the situation of

human rights in Somalia.

B. Backgroundhistory of the mission

3. The presence of mass graves, discovered in Hargeisa, Somalia (9.31N, 44.02E), was brought to the

attention of Ms. Mona Rishmawi, the independent expert on Somalia, in the summer of 1997. The discovery

of these graves resulted from their exposure due to flooding caused by heavy rains in mid-May 1997. They

were situated approximately 500 metres north-northwest of the headquarters of the 26th sector of the Somali

National Army (hereafter referred to as the Army Headquarters), which had formerly commanded all armed

forces stationed in the northern region of Somalia. The account of events following the discovery of the

remains, confirmed by the UNDP Office for Somalia, indicated that several hundred bodies were unearthed and

then reburied by the local community. A videotape record of some of these events was made by the local

authorities. It was reported that the victims unearthed, men, women and children, had been bound by the wrist

and roped together in groups of 10 to 15 individuals. These graves were alleged to have resulted from mass

killings and subsequent burials conducted by the government troops in 1988 during the regime of President Siad

Barré.

4. The forensic team arrived in Hargeisa on the afternoon of 17 December 1997 and was met by a formal

delegation representing members of the Technical Committee and the government of the self-declared Republic

of Somaliland (hereafter referred to as Somaliland). The delegation was led by the acting Chair of the

Technical Committee, Mr. Rasheed Haji Abdillahi Guleed, Minister of Post and Telecommunications. Also

present was Marthe Schwerzer, Administrator of the United Nations Service Office (UNSO). The following

report presents details of the mission as well as the resultant conclusions and recommendations.

II. ASSESSMENT OF SUSPECTED AND ALLEGED MASS GRAVE SITES

5. Based upon witness statements taken by the Technical Committee and the evidence of the previously

identified flood-exposed mass graves, three areas on the south and southwest outskirts of Hargeisa were

identified as containing known, suspected and alleged mass graves. These sites are referred to locally as the

“Milk Factory” site, the “Malko Durduro Elementary School” site, and the “Badhka” site. According to a

“machine driver”, who owned a “digging machine”, he and an employee were forced to dig grave pits in and

around Hargeisa during the late spring and summer of 1988. They used an earth moving machine with a front

end digging capacity. The machine driver indicated that the pits for the graves varied in size in accordance

with the numbers of individuals to be buried. The driver then dumped bodies, which had been loaded into

the machine bucket, into the pits. The graves were then backfilled and earth piled above the level of the

surrounding soil, giving each resulting grave hillock a distinctive elongated dome shape. The exact location

98-14683F1
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of many of these graves was pointed out to the Technical Committee by the witness; other hillocks were

interpreted by the Technical Committee to be graves, but are currently lacking witness corroboration. These

three areas are discussed below. The map coordinates given for each site are those provided on a set of

1:20,000 scale maps (identified as: Hargeysa 4 and 5) compiled and drawn from aerial photographs dating back

to February and March 1985 by Photomap International Inc., c/o Photomap (Kenya) Limited, P.O. Box 43805,

Nairobi, Kenya. The Technical Committee provided copies of these maps for the use of the forensic team.

In addition to the map coordinates, site locations are given in relation to straight line distance to the Army

Headquarters. The map coordinates for the Army Headquarters are N1055750, E394650. It is at an elevation

of 1,285 metres above sea level. Compass directions provided in the report relate to true north.

A. Mass graves in the vicinity of the Milk Factory

6. This site is located on the south side of the river along a secondary road approximately 1,700 m east

of the Army Headquarters and at an approximate elevation of 1,275 m. The map coordinates are N1055750,

E396490. The northern edge of the site begins at the junction of the secondary road, running in a

north-west/south east direction, with a primary road, running east/west. The southern limit of the site is

approximately 200 m south-east of the junction. The site is approximately 75 to 100 m wide. The east side

of the secondary road along this distance is a traditional cultural cemetery consisting of many formal interments

described as containing single remains. The alleged mass graves are directly adjacent to and partly intermingled

with these formal graves. Most of the alleged mass graves are found on the west side of the secondary road

in an area mainly devoid of vegetation.

7. The formal cultural burials are distinguishable from alleged mass graves as they have elaborate stone

pavements and cobbles, or other markers, placed over their surfaces. By contrast, the suspected mass graves

are characterized by overlying elongated mounds of soil with an average long axis length of 3.5 to 6 m, a

width of 2 to 3 m and a height of approximately 1 m above the surrounding ground surface. Although 59

features consistent with alleged graves were noted at this site, a number were determined by the forensic team

to be too small and/or too irregular to be identified in this preliminary assessment as being potential mass

graves. The forensic team concluded that a minimum of 40 definite features were consistent with mass graves,

and that the less obvious features would still warrant investigation at the appropriate time. No test excavations

were undertaken in the vicinity of the Milk Factory.

B. Mass graves in the area of Badhka

8. This site is located on the south side of the river on the western edge of a community of homes,

approximately 2,600 m east/south-east of the Army Headquarters, and at an approximate elevation of 1,300 m.

The map coordinates are N1054750, E397150. No formal road leads to the site, though vehicle access is

possible. The site is approximately 250 m long in a north/south direction and approximately 100 to 125 m
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wide. The area is mainly devoid of vegetation. This area of alleged mass graves is also directly adjacent to

a traditional cultural cemetery.

9. Twenty-nine features were identified, consisting of mounds of soil averaging 3.5 m long, 2.5 m wide

and 1 m in height above the surrounding ground surface. Ten of these alleged graves are intermingled with

the formal cultural graves at the south end of the site. The remaining 19 mounds are concentrated in the

north-western portion of the site and are separate from the cemetery. The location and appearance of these

mounds are consistent with witness testimony as being potential mass graves.

10. As this site was in a more remote location than the Milk Factory and therefore less likely to attract

many onlookers, it was decided that the assessment excavation would take place here. One alleged grave on

the north-east edge of the site, designated as BDK-1, was independently chosen by the forensic team for

excavation. This excavation was undertaken on 19 and 20 December 1997 in order to establish the nature of

the features, to verify if there were people buried in them and, if so, to determine the number of individuals,

their sexes, ages and types of injuries (if any), and to identify and document other associated forensic evidence.

11. The test excavation at BDK-1 - Feature BDK-1 was of a low mound of soil with a long axis

measuring 3.5 m and a width measuring 2 m. The long axis was in a north east/south west orientation. The

height of the mound was about 80 cm above the surrounding ground surface. Some disturbance in the

north-east section of the mound appeared to be weather related.

12. The assessment excavations followed established forensic archaeological procedures, including the

establishment of a datum, and the examination and recording of surface features and contours, with some

necessary modifications (see Manualon the Effective Preventionand Investigationof Extra-Legal,Arbitrary and

SummaryExecutions,1991, United Nations). The tools used were hand shovels, trowels, hand brooms, paint

brushes and soft wood probes. Photographs of all stages of the excavation were taken with a Canon F1

35 mm single lens reflex camera, using 100 mm macro, 20 mm, 28 mm, and 50 mm lenses. Film used was

Kodak Ektachrome Elite (transparency) and Gold 200 (print), both ISO 200. Soil screening was not done

during this assessment excavation, but any future work at this grave must include a complete screen search of

the excavated soil. A number of local workers were employed to assist in the digging (numbers ranged from

four to eight at various times during the excavation).

13. A 1 m wide and 6 m long trench outline was established and centred along the long axis of the

mound. To preserve the cross sectional profiles of the mound, the initial excavation consisted of maintaining

a 1 m square balk located in the exact centre of the mound, and excavating 1 m on the west and east sides

within the demarcated grid. The final excavation unit measured 3 m by 3 m.
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14. Initial digging consisted of removing horizontal layers within the grid until a depth of 60 cm below

the surrounding ground level was reached. At this point, no discoveries had been made. Photographs of the

vertical soil profiles of the trench and balk were completed. This was followed by the extension of the

excavation another metre to the north and south sides of the original trench lines. After the widening and

deepening of the excavation unit, human bones were found at a depth of approximately 75 cm below the

surrounding ground surface, and almost directly under the central and highest point of the mound. This

individual was designated BDK-1-1. Continuing excavation revealed a second individual to the north of

BDK-1-1, and at the same depth, designated BDK-1-2. Directly beneath these bodies the soil was scored by

a series of seven parallel grooves running in a roughly north/south direction.

15. The light red-brown soil was found to be very dry and loose, and mixed with easily crumbled

consolidated lumps of various sizes. The looseness of the soil made it very difficult to pedestal the remains

of the individuals. Beneath the bodies the soil was very compact, hard and easily distinguishable in texture from

the grave fill. A complete excavation would make it possible to determine the full extent of the original grave

pit. The soil characteristics beneath the body were very different, and mark the limits of the original

excavation when preparations were being made for the burial of these individuals. The scored, hard soil

beneath the bodies is prominently concave along the axis of the bodies and perpendicular to the grooves. The

bodies had been placed in the central and lowest part of the original excavation. The forensic team interpreted

that the concavity of this feature, along with the seven parallel grooves, was produced by an earth moving

machine with a toothed bucket. A pit nearly 80 cm deep in the centre was scooped out with this machine.

The bodies were then placed in the bottom of the depression and the hole backfilled, leaving a characteristic

mound marking the location.

16. Victims BDK-1-1 and BDK-1-2 were completely exposed during the excavation. After photography,

the bones and associated materials found with each individual were temporarily collected for on-site examination

and analysis.

17. Individual BDK-1-1 is male and between 17 and 22 years of age at the time of his death. His

unclothed body is oriented on its back in a roughly east/west direction, with his head to the east. The head

is resting completely on its left side, with the face to the north. His left arm is positioned with the elbow

over the lower thorax, and the forearm flexed 90 degrees towards the right. The right arm roughly parallels

the placement of the left arm. Both legs are moderately flexed and bent to the right side. The knees are

flexed past 90 degrees. The left side of the thorax is in contact with the left abdominal and hip areas of

BDK-1-2. No trauma is noted. A length of light pink coloured cotton-like material, tied in a loop with an

approximate diameter of 4 cm, is found 8 cm north of the frontal bone. A nearly identical object is found

in contact with the distal end of the left tibia.
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18. Individual BDK-1-2 is male and between 25 and 35 years of age at the time of his death. The

remains are oriented in an east/west direction with the head towards the west. He rests on his back, his left

upper arm at his side, tightly flexed at the elbow, with the hand resting on his left shoulder. His right arm

is partly abducted, with the forearm tightly flexed and the right hand resting beside the skull. His head is

turned on its right side, with the face directed to the north. Both legs are fully extended. He is clad in

green-coloured socks and trousers and two pairs of underpants. The outer pair of underpants are boxer-type,

of light coloured background with a dark plaid pattern. The innermost underpants are brief-style, maroon in

colour with horizontal light-coloured stripes. The upper garments consist of a light-green-coloured wind breaker,

with a full zipper up the front, unzipped, and light coloured, zippered pocket slashes at the sleeves.

Underneath this is a double layered, knit, v-necked, blue long-sleeved sweater, with a light coloured knit lining.

Beneath this the victim is clad in an olive-green long-sleeved shirt with button down breast pockets. In the

right breast pocket is a “Bic” brand ballpoint pen. The innermost layer is a sleeveless, maroon undershirt, with

light coloured piping at the edges of the zippered pockets of the sleeves and around the neck. Trauma to the

cranium consists of radiating fractures of the temporal, parietal and frontal bones emanating from the external

auditory meati bilaterally, with an associated basal skull fracture.

19. Upon conclusion of the examination, and with the agreement and assistance of the Technical Committee,

the human remains and clothing are individually wrapped in plastic tarpaulins and reburied on the floor of the

grave, pending further, more extensive analysis.

Summary

20. The independently chosen feature, BDK-1, is an isolated, primary, undisturbed grave containing two

individuals. Impressions on the floor of the grave are consistent with the grave having been dug by machine

as stated by a witness to the Technical Committee. The interpretation of the observed cranial trauma found

in BDK-1-2 would be premature at this time, though the injuries are significant and probably lethal. No

evidence is removed from the site.

21. The context of the discoveries leads the experts to conclude that many of the other features, pointed

out as being graves by members of the Technical Committee, are likely to contain human remains.

C. Mass graves in the vicinity of the Malko Durduro

ElementarySchool (MKD)

22.The Malko Durduro Elementary School vicinity, adjacent to the southern bank of the seasonally dry river

bed which bisects Hargeisa into north and south sections, minimally extends from a point 15 m north west of

the school building (the building is 450 m north north west of the Army Headquarters) across a primary road

and eastward along the south bank of the river for a distance of approximately 175 m, ending at the site of
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the discovery of mass graves in May and June 1997 (the map coordinates for these graves are N1056260,

E394620). The school building has an elevation of 1,275 m. Between these easterly graves and the school

are graves partially excavated by locals and marked by stones and extensive cactus growth (the map coordinates

for these graves are N1056250, E394600). A minimum of 15 to 20 graves were noted in this area.

23. In surveying beyond the immediate vicinity of the school on 19 December 1997, the forensic team was

shown a minimum of eight other alleged graves which had been found in the region. Approximately 500 m

to the west of the school a grave consisting of an interment, with human bones and clothing eroding from the

surface of a shallow mound, was observed on the edge of a farmer’s field (20 m west of this grave, a partial

and scattered human skeleton was found on the surface on the steep, heavily vegetated bank leading upward

to a road to the south). A minimum of four additional graves were found approximately 200 m to the

south west of the farmer's fields, in an area known as the “Check Point”. Returning eastward, additional

graves were observed approximately 25 m outside the south west corner of the former Army Headquarters

compound wall. A number of these graves were large and had clothing and human bones protruding from

them. Surface scattered human bones were also seen associated with these mounds.

Test excavationat MKD 1

24. On the day prior to the arrival of the forensic experts, boys from Malko Durduro Elementary School

had been digging in a mound approximately 25 m to the north west of the school building. This mound is

located on the school grounds immediately adjacent to the site of the formal reburial of the skeletons recovered

by the community in May and June 1997. The map coordinates for the mound are N1056200, E394500, and

it is at an elevation of approximately 1,275 m. The boys superficially exposed bones and a rope ligature in

the northern portion of the mound. Upon their discovery, the boys ceased their digging and covered over the

bones and ligature with soil, marking the site with a tin can and stick. These boys were present during the

forensic team's incidental visit to the site on 19 December 1997, and they reported their findings to members

of the Technical Committee at that time. In re-exposing and examining the bones and ligature, it was decided

by the forensic team that further investigation of this feature was warranted for two reasons: first, the

disturbance illustrated the vulnerability of the site and the real potential of valuable forensic evidence being lost;

and second, the discovery of a ligature was important forensic evidence providing critical insight into the nature

of the burial.

25. On 20 and 21 December 1997, a test excavation was conducted at this feature, which was designated

MKD-1. A number of local workers were employed to assist in the digging (numbers ranged from four to

eight at various times during the excavation). Their activities were closely supervised by the forensic experts.

The excavation and recording methods applied to BDK-1 were followed for MKD-1.
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26. The feature was an elongated, irregular, mounded surface 8 m long, 2.5 to 3 m wide and 70 cm high.

The long axis was oriented in a north south direction. The remains discovered by the schoolboys were located

at the northern limit of this feature. Before the excavation was started, the limits of the disturbance at the

northern end were determined. Careful troweling and sweeping of the surface revealed the looser, disturbed

soil, and it was possible to identify clearly the complete disturbed area. This area consisted of a shallow

depression on the east side of the mound, measuring 1.5 m long by 0.75 m wide and following the long axis

of the feature. The undisturbed portions of the feature were easily determined as the soil was very firm and

compacted in comparison with the disturbed section.

Victims

27. Four male individuals, designated MKD-1-1, MKD-1-2, MKD-1-3 and MKD-1-4, are exposed in relief.

Three of the individuals (MKD-1-1, MKD-1-2, and MKD-1-3) are tightly grouped and bound to each other

by a ligature, consisting of a single continuous length of 4 mm wide rope (organic fiber, double strand,

Z-spun). Each individual has knotted loops of this rope binding their wrists together behind their backs, with

the rope connecting them to each other in a line in the sequence MKD-1-1 to MKD 1-3 and then to

MKD 1-2. The rope length is about 50 cm from MKD-1-1 to MKD-1-3, and 30 cm from MKD-1-3 to MKD-

1-2. The overall length of the rope visible in the excavation is 140 cm.

28. Individual MKD-1-1 rests on his back in a roughly north/south direction, with the head to the north.

His body is extended, with his hands tied behind his back. His head is resting on the occipital bone and the

mandible has fallen down, exposing both dentitions. Bones of both hands, the radius and ulna of the left arm,

a number of ribs, and the right innominate have been disturbed by the exploratory digging of the schoolboys.

This individual is clad in brown trousers and jacket and a long-sleeved shirt. He wears no foot apparel. The

ligature is tied to his right wrist. The relationship of the left forearm to the ligature cannot be determined due

to the previous disturbance of this part of the grave. The ligature runs from this individual to MKD-1-3.

29. Individual MKD-1-2, located 60 cm west of MKD-1-1, rests on his left side in a roughly north/south

direction, with the head to the south. His left leg is extended, and his right leg partially flexed at the knee.

Both arms extend perpendicularly behind him, with the ligature connecting him to individual MKD 1-3. His

head is resting on its left side, slightly face down. He is clad in military-type, camouflage trousers and shirt.

The ligature is tied to his right wrist. The left wrist is not exposed during the excavation, and its relation to

the ligature is not yet determined.

30. Individual MKD-1-3 is unclothed, resting on his stomach, with the upper torso slightly twisted to his

left and oriented roughly in a north/south direction, with the head to the north. The arms extend

perpendicularly behind his back. His hips and knees are maximally flexed under his abdomen. A large tree

root (8 cm in diameter) runs east/west across the ischial bones, indicating the edge of this part of the pit
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during the original burial. The ligature is tied to his right wrist, that is, the distal ends of the radius and ulna

are within the loop. The ligature extends in one direction to MKD-1-3, and the other direction to MKD-1-1.

The left wrist is positioned near the right wrist, but the radius and ulna are not positioned within the loop.

31. Only the skull, neck, left shoulder, and superior and posterior thorax of individual MKD-1-4 are

exposed during the excavation. This individual rests on his stomach, and is oriented roughly in a north/south

direction, with the head to the north. A light coloured shirt has been partially pulled down off the shoulder.

The left humerus angles slightly across the back of the individual. The head rests on the right cheek and is

slightly turned to the left. The left ascending ramus of the mandible is fractured in at least two locations,

including the junction of the ramus to the mandibular body. No bindings are identified. A loose bundle of

torn plastic and fabric about 20 cm in diameter is found directly adjacent to the vertex of the skull.

32. Following delineation of the ligature, no further exposure or analysis of the remains were undertaken.

With the agreement and assistance of the Technical Committee, the remains were covered with a plastic

tarpaulin to protect them and to mark the extent of the excavation. They were then re-covered with soil, and

the surface marked with stones and surrounded by a thorn fence.

Summary

33. The feature MKD-1 is a primary, partially disturbed grave containing the commingled remains of three

individuals. The presence of a fourth individual suggests extension of the grave to the south. The four males

are partially exposed in the test excavation. Three of these persons have their hands tied behind their backs,

and are bound to each other. Individual MKD-1-4 has trauma to the left ascending ramus of the mandible

consisting of fractures in at least four locations, including the junction of the ramus to the mandibular body.

No evidence is removed from the site.

III. WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

34. The forensic team, while in Hargeisa, provided didactic information to the forensic team to the

Technical Committee and local medical staff in two formats: (a) discussion and demonstration of the

theory and techniques of grave excavation at the sites of the assessment excavations, and (b) an introduction

to human rights investigations of mass graves and basic forensic anthropology, conducted in a classroom

and employing a slide-discussion format.
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A. Theory and techniquesof grave excavation

35. Working within the time available, the basic tenets of forensic excavation of buried human remains

to the Technical Committee and local medical staff during the assessment excavations at BDK-1 and MKD-

1, including:

(a) Attention to concerns for the security of the site and scene under investigation, of the

grave perimeter, and the importance of maintaining 24 hour security throughout the investigation (that is,

providing security control of the site by limiting access to authorized investigation staff only, to maintain

the integrity of the site and to protect and preserve the evidence);

(b) An introduction to basic survey and mapping methods, and a discussion of the requirements

for site and scene documentation;

(c) Explaining the significance of excavation techniques such as test trenching and the

interpretation of site stratigraphy;

(d) A discussion of the necessary forensic documentation of excavation and subsequent analysis;

(e) The interpretation of the site and scene evidence in order to determine the location of

human remains, the exact circumstances of the discovered burial, and the location of grave boundaries;

(f) The method of examining human remains at the site, including preliminary determination of

the sex and age at time of death of each victim, other characteristics potentially valuable in determining

identity, and the identification of possible trauma.

36. During the assessment excavations, some of the Technical Committee, and both local physicians

associated with the Technical Committee, assisted in all stages of grave excavation and the examination of

the victims' remains.
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B. Introduction to human rights investigationof massgraves

and basic forensic anthropology

37. Upon completion of the assessment excavations, the forensic team made a 1.5 hour slide-discussion

presentation to the Technical Committee and local physicians which reviewed basic concepts of forensic

anthropology and the exhumation of mass graves. This part of the workshop was held at the nursing

school of the Hargeisa Hospital on 21 December 1997 and included:

(a) Basic questions raised during forensic anthropological investigation of graves, including the

determination of sex, age at time of death, individualizing characteristics, evaluation of elapsed time since

death, and detection of trauma;

(b) The demonstration of recent and ongoing forensic investigations in Latin America, the

former Yugoslavia and Rwanda;

(c) Discussion of the realities and challenges of personal identification in instances of mass

death associated with human rights violations: what can be achieved, what may not be achievable;

(d) Discussion and conclusions relating the findings of the assessment excavation to future

potential investigations in Somaliland.

IV. SUMMARY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

A. Results of assessments,test excavationsand examinations

38. A total of 92 to 116 alleged mass grave features are observed in three areas on the outskirts of

Hargeisa, Somalia. Forty features are identified at the Milk Factory site, with an additional 19 less distinct

features warranting future investigation. Twenty-nine features are identified at the Badhka site. Witness

accounts describe these features at both sites as having been dug by machine. They are marked by

hillocks of earth mounded over the suspected burial. The third area examined is in the close vicinity of

the Malko Durduro School, where 15 to 20 suspected mass grave features are observed, along with a

minimum of eight additional features in a more extended area to the west, south west, and south east of

the school. Surface characteristics from these observed features are similar to those of the suspected mass

grave features at the Badhka site and the Milk Factory site.

39. Two features were independently selected by the forensic experts for testing: one at the Badhka site

(BDK-1) and the other adjacent to the Malko Durduro School (MKD-1). Both contain human remains. All
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human remains examined are fully skeletonized and, along with clothing and ligatures observed, are in a

good state of preservation.

(a) The feature designated BDK-1 is a grave containing two male individuals, of 17 to 22 and

25 to 35 years of age respectively. No trauma is observed for the younger victim, while the older

demonstrates blunt trauma to the cranium. Pink cloth ties, possibly ligatures, are found in association with

the lower limbs of each.

(b) The feature designated MKD-1 is a grave, and is excavated in order to determine the

circumstances of burial. Four adult male individuals are partially exposed. Three of these victims have

their hands bound behind their backs and are tied to each other. One individual has a fractured mandible.

(c) The nature of the graves, evidence of perimortem injury, and the occurrence of bodies

bound together by ligature, in combination with the haphazard placement of the bodies in the graves

(especially at MKD-1) leads the forensic team to conclude that the deaths of these individuals are

suspicious, and constitute a violation of human rights. In addition, the forensic team has verified that

features described by witnesses as mass graves are indeed mass graves.

(d) The forensic team emphasizes that the examinations of the sites and victims described in

this report were conducted within the guidelines of an assessment mission, and therefore should be

considered “in progress” and incomplete. Any future fully supported investigation must begin with the

completion of evidence collection at graves BDK-1 and MKD-1.

B. Recommendations

Logistical considerationsregardingthe exhumationand examinationof massgraves

40. Given the number of graves in the vicinity of Hargeisa, it is suggested that the location of all

known mass graves be mapped. A limited and representative sample of graves should be fully exhumed

and the victims examined. This would best be accomplished by an international team of forensic experts.

For those graves not the subject of an in-depth forensic investigation, it is suggested they be excavated by

the Somaliland authorities, with the assistance of local physicians, especially trained in forensic analysis of

skeletal remains. For graves investigated in this manner, it is advised that forensic monitor(s) observe

excavations and provide advisory support in the analysis of human remains. In this way, an independent

summary of basic demographics of victims, as well as their cause of death and circumstance of burial could

be assembled, thus maximizing the evidentiary value of all graves exhumed, both by international forensic

experts and by the Somaliland authorities. Prior to, and concurrent with the exhumations of mass graves,

the Technical Committee can be compiling data on missing persons and their families that can potentially
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provide information leading to identification of victims (e.g. missing person's health, injuries, dental

characteristics, and other personally unique physical attributes; DNA).

41. Logistical concerns are as follows:

(a) Funding;

(b) Purchase, transport and storage of materials, equipment and supplies necessary to conduct

exhumations and postmortem examinations; appropriate teaching materials and references needed for training;

(c) Selection and scheduling of forensic experts, arrangements for international travel to

Hargeisa, transportation, food and lodging.

42. Advance preparations in Somaliland would include the location and securing of facilities for the

storage and examination of remains, and the selection and training of a forensic analysis team composed of

medical doctors, as well as a local excavation team. Administrative issues concerned with the certification

of death and final disposition of remains need to be resolved prior to the start of excavations.

43. It is advisable that any forensic investigations be undertaken in the dry season. A preparation lead

time of approximately five to six months to develop and implement the logistics of the mission will be

required.

44. Although they have not expanded their enquiry much beyond the area of Hargeisa, the members of

the Technical Committee indicate that there exist alleged mass graves in or about the cities of Lasa Anod,

Erifvo, Burao, Berbera, Bireme and Zeila. The number and sizes of these graves are not known at this

time. Further assessment and consideration would be necessary to take them into account for the forensic

investigation.

C. Assistanceto the SomalilandAdministration

45. It is suggested that training and assistance be provided to the Somaliland Administration in regard

to setting up its own forensic team for the purposes of performing controlled excavations of mass graves

and the subsequent osteological analysis of recovered human remains. Further international assistance would

be helpful in attempts at confirming personal identification of victims.
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Conclusions

46. The authors, having observed a large number of suspected and known mass grave sites in the

vicinity of Hargeisa, Somalia, and having conducted an assessment examination of two graves containing a

minimum of six individuals exhibiting evidence of perimortem injury, binding, and haphazard burial,

conclude that human rights violations have been committed against these individuals. Therefore, the authors

recommend that the United Nations, in consultation with the Technical Committee:

(a) Provide assistance to the Technical Committee relating to the procedures for the collection

of witness testimony;

(b) Provide assistance to the Technical Committee relating to compiling a comprehensive grave

registry, including detailed survey, in the vicinity of Hargeisa, as well as in other regions and towns with

suspected mass graves;

(c) Establish a means of providing financial support for the conduct of thorough investigations

of alleged and known mass grave sites and human rights violations linked to the period 1988 to the

present; and

(d) In carrying out recommendation (c), (ı˙) authorize and assemble an international team of

forensic specialists, working with local professionals for the purpose of conducting investigations of selected

mass graves and (ı˙ı̇) encourage and support additional forensic investigations to be conducted by local

professionals trained in forensic methods, assisted by international specialists.
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